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Abstract
Given a connected (p;q)-graph G = (V;E) of diameter d(G); ∅ ̸= M ⊆ V (G) and a
nonempty set X = {1;2;3;:::;d(G)} of colors of cardinality d(G); let fo
M be an assignment
of subsets of X to the vertices of G; such that fo
M(u) = {d(u;v) : v ∈ M;u ̸= v} where
d(u;v) is the usual distance between u and v: Given such a function fo
M for all vertices
in G; an induced edge function f
⊕
M of an edge uv ∈ E(G); f
⊕
M (uv) = fo
M(u)
⊕
fo
M(v):
We call fo
M an M-open distance pattern coloring of G; if no two adjacent vertices have
same fo
M and if such an M exists for a graph G; then G is called an open distance pattern
colorable graph; the minimum cardinality of such an M if it exists, is the open distance
pattern coloring number of G; denoted by M(G): Also, if |f
⊕
M (e)| = k for all e ∈ E(G);
we call G a k-uniform M-open distance pattern colorable graph and if such an M exists
for a graph G; then G is called k-uniform open distance pattern colorable graph. In this
paper we initiate a study on properties of graphs which belongs to this coloring class.
Keywords : open distance pattern coloring, k-uniform distance pattern coloring.
1 Introduction
All graphs considered in this paper are nite, simple, connected and loop-free, as treated
in F. Harary [9]. New terms and notations will be introduced as and when required.
On 29th November 2006, B.D. Acharya [11] conveyed to the rst author the following
denitions for a detailed study.
Let G = (V;E) be a given connected simple (p;q)-graph with diameter dG; ∅ ̸= M ⊆ V (G)
and u ∈ V (G): Then, the M-distance pattern of u is the set fM(u) = {d(u;v) : v ∈ M}:
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Clearly, fM(u) = {j : NM
j [u] ̸= ∅}; where NM
j [u] = {v ∈ M : d(u;v) = j}: If fM : u  →
fM(u) is an injective function then the set M is a distance pattern distinguishing set (or,
a `dpd-set' in short) of G: A graph G with a dpd-set is called a distance pattern distin-
guishing graph (dpd-graph). We associate with each vertex u of a graph G = (V;E) its
open M-distance pattern (or, `odp' in short), f0
M(u) = {d(u;v) : v ∈ M;u ̸= v}; and the
graphs in which every vertex has the same open distance pattern are called odp-uniform
graphs (or, simply, `odpu-graphs'), where the set-valued function (or, set-valuation) [1]
fo
M is called the open distance pattern uniform (or, a odpu)- function and M is called an
odpu-set of G: The minimum cardinality of a dpd-set (odpu-set) in G; if it exists, is the
dpd-number (odpu-number) of G [11].
B.D. Acharya [11], while sharing his many incisive thoughts during our discussion in
June 2008, introduced a new approach, namely, distance neighborhood pattern matrices
(dnp-matrices), to study dpd (odpu)-graphs, as follows.
For an arbitrarily xed vertex u in G and for any nonnegative integer j; we let Nj[u] =
{v ∈ V (G) : d(u;v) = j}: Clearly, N0[u] = {u}; ∀ u ∈ V (G) and Nj[u] = V (G) − V (Cu)
whenever j exceeds the eccentricity "(u) of u in the component Cu to which u belongs.
Thus, if G is connected then, Nj[u] = ∅ if and only if j > "(u): If G is a connected graph
then the vectors u = (|N0[u]|;|N1[u]|;|N2[u]|;:::;|N"(u)[u]|) associated with u ∈ V (G) can
be arranged as a p × (dG + 1) nonnegative integer matrix DG given by


 
 


1 |N1[v1]| |N2[v1]| ::: |N"(v1)[v1]| 0 0 0
1 |N1[v2]| |N2[v2]| ::: ::: |N"(v2)[v2]| 0 0
::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::
::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::
1 |N1[vp]| |N2[vp]| ::: ::: ::: ::: |N"(vp)[vp]|


 
 


We can obtain a (0;1) matrix D∗M
G from DoM
G by replacing each nonzero entry by 1:
A detailed study on these concepts have been done in [2], [3], [11], [12].
Coloring of the vertices and edges of a graph G which are required to posses certain condi-
tions have often been motivated by their utility in various applied elds and their intrinsic
mathematical interest. An enormous amount of literature has built up on several kinds
of colorings of graphs. The classic k-coloring problem tries to assign a color from 1 to
k to each vertex in a graph such that no two adjacent vertices share the same color [6].
The k-coloring problem, along with many variations and generalizations, is well studied
in both computer science and mathematics. Its applications range from frequency assign-
ment and register allocation, to circuit board testing and timetable scheduling [4], [5], [10].
Motivated from the denition of dpd (odpu)-graphs and the classic k-coloring problem,
we dene M-open distance pattern coloring of a graph G as follows.
Denition 1.1. Given a connected (p;q)-graph G = (V;E) of diameter d(G); ∅ ̸= M ⊆
V (G) and a nonempty set X = {1;2;3;:::;d(G)} of colors of cardinality d(G); let fo
M be
an assignment of subsets of X to the vertices of G; such that fo
M(u) = {d(u;v) : v ∈
M;u ̸= v} where d(u;v) is the usual distance between u and v: Given such a function
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fo
M for all vertices in G; an induced edge function f
⊕
M of an edge uv ∈ E(G); f
⊕
M (uv) =
fo
M(u)
⊕
fo
M(v): We call fo
M an M-open distance pattern coloring of G; if no two adjacent
vertices have same fo
M and if such an M exists for a graph G; then G is called an open
distance pattern colorable graph; the minimum cardinality of such an M if it exists, is the
open distance pattern coloring number of G; denoted by M(G): Also, if |f
⊕
M (e)| = k for
all e ∈ E(G); we call G a k-uniform M-open distance pattern colorable graph and if such
an M exists for a graph G; then G is called k-uniform open distance pattern colorable
graph.
Figure 1:
The following observations are immediate from the denition.
Observation 1.1. The cardinality of an odpc-set is always ≥ 2:
Observation 1.2. fo
M(ui) = {j : NM
j [ui] ̸= ∅} and in D∗M
G ; the (i;j)th entry is 1 if and
only if NM
j [ui] ̸= ∅:
Proposition 1.1 is immediate from the observations.
Proposition 1.1. In a graph G; a nonempty M ⊆ V (G) is an open distance pattern
colorable set if and only if no two adjacent vertices in G have identical rows in D∗M
G :
2 Main Results
Lemma 2.1. Every connected bipartite graphs are open distance pattern colorable.
Proof. Let G be a bipartite graph with the bipartition of the vertex set V into V1 and V2:
The proof follows by choosing M = V1 (or M = V2); as when M = V1; then 1 ̸∈ fo
M(u) for
all u ∈ V1 whereas 1 ∈ fo
M(u) for all u ∈ V2:
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Corollary 2.1. The complete bipartite graph Km;n is open distance pattern colorable if
and only if m ≥ 2: In particular, Km;n is 2-uniform M-open distance pattern colorable.
Proof. The proof is immediate as for the choice of M as one of the partite set Vn (or
Vm), then f0
M(vi) = {1};∀vi ∈ V (Kn) − M: and f0
M(vi) = {2};∀vi ∈ M′: Also, Km;n is
2-uniform M-open distance pattern colorable since |f⊕
M(e)| = 2;∀e ∈ E(Km;n):
Corollary 2.2. The complete graph Kn is not open distance pattern colorable
Proof. The proof is immediate as for any choice of M ⊆ V; f0
M(vi) = {1}; ∀vi ∈ V (Kn):
Theorem 2.1. Trees are open distance pattern colorable.
Proof. Let T be a tree. Then the center of T is either K1 or K2:
Case 1: Center of T is K1
Let x be the center of T: Consider T as a rooted tree with root vertex as x: Let ni;i =
1;2;:::;h(T) (where h(T); is the maximum distance of a vertex from the root), denote
the number of vertices in the ith level. Let vij ;j = 1;2;:::;ni denote the vertices in the
ith level. Let M = {v11;v12}: Then fo
M(x) = {1} and fo
M(v1j) = {2} for j = 1;2;3;:::;n1:
For i ≥ 2; and for each j = 1;2;:::;ni
fo
M(vij) =
{
{(i − 1);(i + 1)}; if vij is a descendent vertex from a vertex of M
{(i + 1)}; otherwise
Clearly, no two adjacent vertices have same M-open distance pattern coloring.
Case 2: Center of T is K2
Let x;y be the center of T: Choose x as the root vertex of T and M = {y;v} for some
vertex v such that xv ∈ E(T): By a similar argument as in case 1, M is an open distance
pattern color set of T:
Theorem 2.2. Cycles Cn;n ̸= 3;5;7 are open distance pattern colorable.
Proof. Let Cn be an even cycle and choose M to be the set of all alternative vertices of Cn:
Then fo
M(u) = {2;4;6;:::;d(G)} if u ∈ M and fo
M(u) = {1;3;5;:::;d(G) − 1} if u ̸∈ M:
Thus M is an odpc-set of Cn
Let Cn = v1v2v3 :::vnv1 be an odd cycle with n ̸= 3;5;7 and let M = {v1;v2;v5}:
Then the rows representing the M-open distance pattern coloring of v1;v2;:::;v5 (taken
in order) in D∗M
G are given below

 



1 0 0 1 0 : : : 0
1 0 1 0 0 : : : 0
1 1 0 0 0 : : : 0
1 1 1 0 0 : : : 0
0 0 1 1 0 : : : 0

 



and the rows representing the open distance pattern coloring of v6v7 :::vn (taken in order)
in D∗M
G are given below
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




 


 


 


 



 


 


 


 


1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





 


 


 


 



 


 


 


 


Since no two adjacent rows in D∗M
G are identical, by Proposition 1.1, M is an open distance
pattern colorable set and Cn is an open distance pattern colorable graph.
Now we prove that C3;C5 and C7 are not open distance pattern colorable graphs.
Let C3 : v1v2v3v1 be a cycle with open distance pattern colorable set M: Then |M| ≥ 2: Let
|M| = 2: Without loss of generality, let v1 and v2 ∈ M: Then fo
M(v1) = fo
M(v2) = {1} and
they are adjacent. Hence, M is not an open distance pattern colorable set. Let |M| = 3:
Then M = {v1;v2;v3} and hence, fo
M(v1) = fo
M(v2) = fo
M(v3) = {1}: Since v1;v2 and v3
are adjacent to each other, M is not an open distance pattern colorable set. Thus C3 is
not an open distance pattern colorable graph.
Let C5 : v1v2v3v4v5v1 be a cycle with open distance pattern coloring set M: Since d(C5) =
2; possible open distance pattern colorings are {{1};{2};{1;2}}: If possible let fo
M(vi) =
{1} for some vi ∈ V (C5): Without loss of generality let fo
M(v1) = {1}: Then either M =
{v1;v2;v5} or M = {v2;v5}:
Case 1: M = {v1;v2;v5}:
In this case fo
M(v2) = fo
M(v3) = fo
M(v4) = fo
M(v5) = {1;2}: But v3v4 ∈ E(C5) makes a
contradiction to the denition of open distance pattern coloring. Hence, M is not an open
distance pattern colorable set.
Case 2: M = {v2;v5}:
In this case fo
M(v2) = fo
M(v5) = {2} and fo
M(v3) = fo
M(v4) = {1;2}; which makes a
contradiction since, v3v4 ∈ E(C5): Hence, M is not an open distance pattern colorable
set.
Hence, fo
M(vi) ̸= {1} for any vi ∈ V (C5): Since there are odd number of vertices, it is not
possible to give a proper coloring to C5 using the 2 colors {2} and {1;2}: Thus C5 is not
an open distance pattern colorable graph.
Let C7 : v1v2 :::v7v1 be a cycle with an open distance pattern colorable set M: Then
|M| ≥ 2: Possibilities for the choices of M are given below.
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Case 1: |M| = 2
M1 = {v1;v2}; M2 = {v1;v3}; M3 = {v1;v4}
Case 2: |M| = 3:
M1 = {v2;v3;v4}; M2 = {v2;v4;v6}; M3 = {v2;v3;v5}; M4 = {v2;v5;v6}
Case 3: |M| = 4:
M1 = {v1;v2;v3;v4}; M2 = {v1;v2;v3;v5}; M3 = {v1;v2;v4;v5}; M4 = {v1;v2;v4;v6};
M5 = {v1;v3;v5;v7}
Case 4: |M| = 5:
M1 = {v1;v2;v3;v4;v5}; M2 = {v1;v3;v4;v5;v6}; M3 = {v1;v3;v4;v6;v7}
Case 5: |M| = 6:
M1 = {v1;v2;v3;v4;v5;v6}
Case 6: |M| = 7:
M1 = {v1;v2;v3;v4;v5;v6;v7}:
In all the cases there is atleast two adjacent vertices in C7 with same M-open distance
pattern coloring. Hence, C7 is not an open distance pattern colorable graph.
Remark 2.1. The choice of odpc-set M is not unique. For example any two nonadjacent
vertices vi;vi+2 is an odpc-set of an even cycle and any three vertices vi;vi+1;vi+4 is an
odpc-set for an odd cycle. However, by choosing all the alternate vertices of an even cycle
as the odpc-set, we get |f
⊕
M (e)| = d(G) for all e ∈ E(Cn) and hence, Cn;n even is a d(G)-
uniform colorable. One may also conclude that (Cn) = 2 when n is even and (Cn) = 3
when n is odd and n > 7: In fact from Theorem 2.2, it follows that, given any positive
integer k ≥ 2; there exists a k-uniform open distance pattern colorable graph.
Theorem 2.3. Unicyclic graphs G  Cn;n = 3;5;7 are open distance pattern colorable.
Proof. Let G be an unicyclic graph with its unique cycle Cn : u1u2 :::unu1: When G ∼ = Cn;
the result follows from Theorem 2.2. Let G  Cn:
Case 1: G be a unicyclic graph with unique cycle Cn;n = 3;5;7:
Let G be a unicyclic graph with unique cycle C3 : v1v2v3v1: Let u1 be a noncycle vertex of
G adjacent to a vertex of C3: Without loss of generality let u1v1 ∈ E(G): Let M = {v2;u1}
(or M = {v3;u1}): Then fo
M(u1) = fo
M(v2) = {2}; fo
M(v1) = {1}; fo
M(v3) = {1;2}: Let
Ti be the tree rooted at the vertex vi;i = 1;2;3: Then for each vertex w ̸= u1 in T1;
fo
M(w) = {d1;d1 + 2} where, d1 = d(u1;w); for each vertex w in T2; fo
M(w) = {d2;d2 + 2}
where, d2 = d(v2;w) and for each vertex w in T3; fo
M(w) = {d3 + 1;d3 + 2} where,
d3 = d(v3;w): Since G is a unicyclic graph, no two adjacent vertices have same open
distance pattern coloring and hence G is an open distance pattern colorable graph.
Similarly, we can show that a unicyclic graph G with unique cycle C5 or C7 is an open
distance pattern colorable graph.
Case 2: G be a unicyclic graph with unique cycle Cn;n ̸= 3;5;7:
Choose a vertex ui with degree of ui ≥ 3 and let Ti be the tree rooted at the vertex ui:
If Cn is an even cycle, choose M as the set of all alternative vertices, otherwise, choose M
as {v1;v2;v5}: Then by Theorem 2.2, all the vertices in Cn have M-open distance pattern
coloring. Let fo
M(ui) = {d1;d2;:::;"M(ui)}: Then for any vertex v in Ti with d(v;ui) = j;
fo
M(v) =
{
{j;(d1 + j);(d2 + j);(d3 + j);:::;("M(ui) + j)} if ui ∈ M
{(d1 + j);(d2 + j);(d3 + j);:::;("M(ui) + j)} if ui ̸∈ M
Since G is unicyclic, no two adjacent vertices have identical fo
M: Hence G is an open
distance pattern colorable graph.
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3 Scope for further study
Problem 3.1. Characterize open distance pattern colorable graphs. In particular charac-
terize k- uniform open distance pattern colorable graphs.
Problem 3.2. Characterize those graphs for which all subsets, other than singleton set,
of V (G) form an open distance pattern colorable set.
Problem 3.3. Given any positive integer n; does there exist an open distance pattern
colorable graph G with (G) = n:
Problem 3.4. Characterize k-uniform M-open distance pattern colorable graphs.
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